Car Fixtures

Our Car and Landing Fixtures are characterized by their integrated design and numerous areas of use. The installation occurs according to well-tested methods, designed to optimize ergonomic and optical considerations. We use 2 mm stainless steel featuring 240-grit brushing as a standard material. However, we will gladly provide you with fixtures made out of other materials or other types of stainless steel, according to your specifications. It is of course no problem for us to manufacture car operating panels of almost any dimension for you, so that especially in the case of renovation projects we can always provide a customized solution for your lift project. All fixtures are available with a backward-facing casing which protects the front-mounted components from mechanical wear and dirt. The consoles can be completely pre-wired and tested with the corresponding control systems at our location.
Our standard fixtures serve as a means of helping you become oriented to determine what order you would like to place. The consoles show standard items such as an LED display, information field, overload information field, emergency call, door open and alarm buttons and a key switch, in a single or double row design. The dimensions of our standard console are 840 mm high and 160 mm wide. The components can be mounted centrally or according to the installation pattern suggested by the display and information field. Our standard consoles offer you an inexpensive way to put a high-quality V2A console into operation on the one hand, and offer you reliability in planning new construction or renovation projects on the other.